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ONTARIO KNIFE COMPANY® UNVEILS NEW HUNT PLUS™ SERIES 
 

OKC® Releases New American-Made Hunting Series at Amazing Prices 
 
Ontario Knife Company® (OKC®) is widely known for making some of the very best knives on the market and the new HUNT 
PLUS™ series keeps with that proud tradition. Taking the skeleton tang and patent-pending ergonomic handle from the 
company’s widely praised SPEC PLUS® Alpha series of tactical knives; the new HUNT PLUS line provides hunters with a 
robust knife that holds its edge and maintains a sure grip. 
 
“The HUNT PLUS series was designed to provide sportsmen with options for an excellent quality knife at an affordable 
price,” said Deneb Pirrone, Vice President of Sales & Marketing. “As with all OKC made in the USA products, our HUNT 
PLUS knives are proudly backed by a lifetime warranty.”  
 
A quality knife is one of the most important pieces of equipment that a hunter carries afield. Whether bowhunting or hunting 
with a firearm, all hunters need a reliable knife for utility purposes and field dressing. With that in mind, the first two knives in 
the HUNT PLUS series are a pair fixed-blade knives: the HP Drop Point is a traditional utility drop-point blade knife and the 
HP Skinner has a broad skinning blade that will make quick work of any hide. Each knife is 9.19 inches long total with a 4-
inch blade of 55-57HRC-rated, uncoated stainless steel that is precision ground to hold a razor-sharp edge. The handles are 
ergonomically formed from a durable synthetic-rubber compound, which allows for a solid, no-slip grip. Have a bull Yukon 
moose on the ground? The OKC HUNT PLUS knives are up to the task.  
 
The HUNT PLUS knives are perfect for hunting, camping, exploring, and more while being priced at a surprisingly great 
value. The MSRP is $56.95 for the HP Drop Point and $57.50 for the HP Skinner.  
 
Founded in 1889, the Ontario Knife Company® is an award-winning knife, cutlery, and tool manufacturer operating out of 
Upstate New York for over 125 years. OKC® produces a wide range of tools, including cutlery and kitchenware, hunting and 
fishing knives, machetes, survival and rescue equipment, science and medical tools, and tactical knives. OKC has a long 
tradition of building knives and tools for the U.S. military, producing high quality equipment that has seen continuous service 
since WWII. In addition to being a major supplier to the U.S. Armed Forces, OKC leverages a network of distributors, 
dealers, and major commercial retailers to sell its products nationwide and internationally to over 35 countries. OKC’s 
custom manufacturing division Jericho® Tool, advances capabilities including a broad-spectrum of injection molding, tool 
and die, and machining operations to provide white label and OEM manufacturing services for consumer and industrial 
goods. Collectively OKC’s product lines and manufacturing services reach the house wares, sporting goods, tactical, 
security, law enforcement & first responders, education, science & medical, and industrial & agricultural industries. 
 
For more information about Ontario Knife Company and its industry-leading line of advanced knives, machetes, edged 
products and specialty tools, contact Ontario Knife Company at P.O. Box 145-26 Empire Street · Franklinville, NY 14737 · 
Telephone (716) 676-5527 · Or visit www.ontarioknife.com. The Ontario Knife Company is a subsidiary of publicly traded 
Servotronics, Inc. (NYSE MKT - SVT). 
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